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Regularizing and self-avoidance effects
of integral Menger curvature
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Abstract. We investigate geometric curvature energies on closed curves involv-
ing integral versions of the Menger curvature. In particular, we prove geometric
variants of Morrey-Sobolev and Morrey-space imbedding theorems, which may
be viewed as counterparts to respective results on one-dimensional sets in the
context of harmonic analysis.
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1. Introduction

Let γ : S1 → R3 be a continuous, closed and rectifiable curve, with an arc-
length parametrization � : SL ∼= R/LZ → R3, defined on the circle of length
L . For three different arclength parameters s, t, σ ∈ SL we look at the radius
R(�(s), �(t), �(σ )) of the smallest circle containing the curve points �(s), �(t),
and �(σ), which in general is simply the circumcircle of these points. Now we ask
the question:

How much information about the shape of γ and about its arclength param-
etrization � can be extracted from suitable evaluations of R on all triples of
distinct curve points?

The answer is: quite a lot, that is, sufficient control on R along γ both allows us to
control local curvature and gives us information about how the curve is embedded
in the ambient space R3. In fact, the function R gives rise to a whole range of what
we call geometric curvature energies with regularizing and self-avoidance effects.

It was the idea of Gonzalez and Maddocks [14] to successively search for the
smallest such radii while varying one or several of the three curve points. In this
way, one obtains for fixed arclength parameters s, t ∈ SL the intermediate radius

�[γ ](s, t) := inf
σ∈SL\{s,t} R(�(s), �(t), �(σ )), (1.1)
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